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Stricter false fire
alarm penalties
to be enforced
By Tim Rlley
"It's really becoming ridiculous."
says William F. Lanning. Residence
Life director. SsMon Carsey, director
of Environmental Safety and Health,
warns that there "could be a tragedy."
And Derek Dickinson, director of
Standards and Procedures, threatens
that "there definitely will be a crackdown.'
These three University administrators are tilking about one of
this year's major problems in the
dormitories - false fire alarms.
So tar this year more than 80 false
alarms have been reported on campus,
as well as several incidents of tampering with fire equipment or detectors. According; to University officials.
the consequences of a false alarm could

he tragic.
ACCORDING to Carsey. the real
danger is that residents of the dorms
"will tend to discount even alarm as a
false alarm " In the case of a real fire,
many residents might remain in their
rooms, thinking that the situation is not
serious,

A raw moments OT run break up me monotony at me aay care comer.

Day care centers changing image
By Steve Wilson
For tlic last five years, the city's
First I'nited Methodist Church as offered ii different approach in day care

to pie-school children, that emphasizes
academics.
The center, located at 1506 B.
Wooster St., offers programs for
children ages three to six.

Until a few years ago, day care
centers were considered as babysitting
centers fur working parents' children.
• •THKVRF. STARTING to get away
from that idea now." Marcia DeRosa,
director of the center, said.

time staff members certified by the
stale. The center also provides an
Opportunity for University students to
gam field experience in areas of early
childhood
development.
home
economic! and sociology. Might student
volunteers now work at the center.

In the city, each child is required to
take an assessment examination before
entering kindergarten. For this reason,
programs at the center are designed to
develop functional as well as decisionmaking abilities, explained DeRosa.

Although a private institution, the
center accepts children of parents
affected by the Comprehensive
(Employment and Training Act 1CF.TA1
as space permits.

"We allow the older children to
choose their own activities for
developmental reasons. We assign
activities to the threc-and-four-year
olds." DeRosa said.

CF.TA. a federally funded project,
aids persons pursuing college degrees,
high school diplomas and vocational
training. There are six children from
CF.TA families at the center now.
DeRosa said.

For the fivc-and-six-year-olds. activities include learning to read, understanding nutrition and choosing
individual forms of recreation.
Three-and-fnur-ycar-olds are taught
functional skills such as how to tie
shoes, dress and grasp visual and
mechanical concepts through the use of
pictures and puzzles. DeRosa noted.
IN ADDITION to classroom exercises, field trips to city businesses and
the public library arc included each
week.
Now a separate corporation with
congregation representatives serving
on the board, the center was founded in
1972 by church board members. DeRosa
was named director at that time.
Working with DeRosa are four full-

A girl ponders what to do next.

Inside the News
EDITORIALS...With the Red Cross blood drive taking place this
week in the Union. Paul I.intern decided to make a donation. His
story is on page 2.
SPORTS...Falcon Basketball coach John Weinert will be roasted
tonight by a few of his friends. Meanwhile. Terry Goodman roasts a
few persons himself on page 7.

Weather
Showers
High50F(MC)
Low 40 F (5 C)
30 percent chance of precipltattoa

THF. CF.NTER presently is statecerlificd and seeking a federal license.
To maintain certification, the center
must pass one unannounced and one
announced state visit. It also must pass
a fire inspection, possess a food service
license and employ one stiff member
trained in first aid. DeRosa said.
In addition to educating the children,
the center provides various screening
programs. The Wood County Child
Services administers dental, eye and
gross motor control examinations while
local physicians conduct speech and
hearing examinations. Complete
physical examinations must be
provided by family physicians.
The center has a total enrollment of
55 and is open five days a week from
7:30 a.m. to5:30p.m.

According to several resident advisors (ItAsi and hall directors.
Sl uilenls are I inng of the situation.
"Getting everyone up at 2 a.m. for
another false alarm is a real pain" one
HA said. He noted that many residents
would like to "get their hands on" those
responsible.
Penalties for causing a false alarm
are very serious. According to

University rcgulations.a student may be
suspended f"r two quarters, after a
hearing with either Dickinson or the
Student Arbitration Board.
This year. Dickinson has suspended
two students and put eight others on
strict disciplinary probation for the
remainder of their academic careers at
the University for pulling alarm
prinks
FOR NON-STl'DF.NTS. the consequences ma) be even more severe.
One man. a former student, was caught
after selling off tin-alarm in Kricscher
Darrow, lie Immediately was taken
into custody by City police and charged
under state law. He received a $250 fine
and a 30-day suspended sentence.
Dickinson said many of the false
alai ins are caused by "Joy seekers who
just like I" see a building emptied."
Stricter penalties soon might be imposed !■■ help control the problem, he
said.

I .aiming warns that persons setting
off false alarms might be liable for
damages to those hurt during the
prank. He said that some of the
women's dorms, such as McDonald
Quad, seem to IK' experiencing more
false alarms this year than in previous
years.
In light of the penalties and dangers
involved, ■someone in college should be
mature enough not to do something like
this." he said. .
I: we have a real fire, someone might
just he killed as a result of the false
alarms, he added.

SCU helps students
locate doctors to fit
medical requirements
If you need a doctor and refuse to go
to the University Health Center, do you
know where to go?
The Student Consumer Union (SCU)
has completed a survey of the city's
physicians. The survey indicates
physicians' office hours and fees, said
Wendy I.. Kibler, senior, director of the
SCU's special projects and surveys.
"We had no information on our files."
Kibler said, adding that students often
request information about local
physicians. Most students arc unaware
of how to find one, she said.

some radical organization." Kibler
said.
Of the nine physicians who did speak
to Kibler. two said they would only treat
Students referred to them by the Health ("enter or another physician. These two
are specialists and try to take patients
who reall) need their services, not
those with minor illnesses. Kibler
explained.
One physician said he accepts
students but indicated that it is difficult
to work new patients inlo his practice,
she said.
The six remaining physicians accept
students and can work them into their
schedules, Kibler said.

•THIS WAY, we'll have it on file,"
Kibler said.
Students seeking medical aid can
contact SCU to locate the physician best
suiting their need and financial
situation.
Kibler said she contacted 13
physicians in the city. Of Ihose, four
refused to release any information, she
said.
"1 guess they thought I was from

THF.SE DOCTORS provide an option
to students who do not want to go to the
Health Center, she added.
"As far as I know, those (the 13) are
all the doctors that students could go to
for health problems." Kibler said.
Kibler said she asked the physicians
if they billed students or sent bills to
their parents. Most said they prefer to
bill students, saying that this method is
most efficient.

By Roger K. I *»r
Staff Reporter

Cifes QSA's past actions

SGA drops out of lobby group
of the Ohio legislature and the government structures of other universities.

obtain 6.000 signatures opposing the
bill, according to Mangum.

Student Government Association
iSGA) last night broke its ties with a
student lobby and information
organization representing various
student government organizations of
Ohio universities.

CYNTHIA A. MANGUM, SGA state
and community affairs coordinator,
said OSA information services would be
a wasteful duplication of those already
available through her contacts with
Ohio legislators and other universities.

I.YI.E CALCAMUGGIO, SGA
assistant disagreed with Mangum.
claiming this year's OSA has "new
blood" and will effectively lobby for
student causes.

By a vote of 12 to 2, SGA rescinded an
appropriation of (60 made earlier this
quarter to help finance the Ohio Student
Association (OSA). The funds were to
have begun an OSA information
clearing house in Columbus to
distribute information such as actions

Mangum also questioned OSA's
capabilities, noting that SGA was the
only Ohio student government
organization to petition against House
Bill 191, which caused reduced funding
of h.gher education. OSA never
followed through on its commitment to

By Tom Grfesser
Staff Reporter

While admitting that OSA has been
relatively inactive during the past four
years, Calcamuggio said OSA is
seeking a commitment during hearings
on Senate Bill 222 that student
representation will not be barred
during faculty collective bargaining.
Jon A. ShltilX, SGA investigative

assistant said an SGA alliance with
OSA would provide free legal advice
from the AFI/-CIO. American Civil
Liberties Union and Common Cause,
which OSA has at its disposal.
ALSO, SHULTZ said OSA has a
telephone system which could inform
SGA on actions of the Ohio legislature
"within 15 or 30 minutes."
However, SGA Senator Ron
Schoemmell said "OSA is looked upon
unfavorably down in Columbus."
Participation is OSA would damage the
reputation of SGA and the University
among Ohio legislators, he added.

opinion
no jail for joints
' The American Medical Association (AMA) and the American Bar
Association (ABA) jointly have called for an end of criminal penalties for
marijuana use.
The groups Sunday issued a statement calling upon Congress and state
legislatures to decriminalize the use of marijuana, an action paralleling
Jimmy Carter's statement earlier this year.
Under decriminalization. possession of small amounts of pot would be
legal, but those apprehended with large amounts would be subject to
penalties.
Although this plan would create some problems — such as how to
determine what is a small amount or if a person should smoke marijuana
before driving-it could work out with some polishing.
Too many cateers have been wrecked by bestowing a criminal status on
youths caught smoking pot. With less emphasis on catching the potsmoker, narcotics agents could spend time searching out the hard and
very dangerous drugs.
In addilion. many substances popular with millions of American
leenagers lhat more damaging than marijuana are legal to use and buy.
The chemical toulene. found in paint thinners. has no restrictions on its
sale. A youth can buy five gallons of the substance, put it in 20 small
containers and sell them for $5 each to friends who think "the drug" is
illegal.
Not a bad way to make money. Except for the fact that toulene can ruin
a kid's brain after a half-year of heavy use.
Hut marijuana has not been proven to be any more dangerous than
drinking and smoking, the often conservative AMA and the ABA said,
adding that an individual's "reason and moderation", not criminal
penalties, should determine its use.
The News agrees.

'judgment is founded on truth...'

guest columnist

police image affects service
By Jerry Bergman. Ph.l).
With surprise. I have been reading
■bout the problems the University
I'nliceare currently facing.
I SAY "SURPRISE" because
generally Campus Police receive a high
degree of respect from both the campus
and the community.
For example, my alma mater. Wayne
Slate University in IX'Iroit, was cursed
with being nevt to an area of Detroit
which has one of 'he highest crime
rates in tlie world. Rarely a day went by
without at least one murder case. Yet
the Clime rale on the W.S.U. campus
was extremely low.
Occasionally the quiet of the campus
would be disturbed by a murder
i recent l\ a case made the headlines.
lull wax commuted by an outsider) and
a few armed robberies occur occasionally ithere is. though, much
theft'. hut considering the surrounding
area, the campus of W.S.U. is very safe.
Further, there is a fairly high degree of
Cooperation between the W.S.U.
campus police and the students.

BmMn

The W.S.U. Police were so respected
that often times the citizens in the
surrounding
community
would
specifically ask for the W.S.U. Police
(which has caused some jealousy
between the two departments).
THERE ARE a number of reasons
why ihe W.S.U. Police are so well
respected. One reason stems from the
image the W.S.U. Police presents to the
public. To stress this "image" the word
"police" was avoided. Instead, the
phrase "Department of Public Saftey"
or "Campus Safety" was used (as
B.CS.U. did until recently I, stressing
the "public servant" function of police
work. The focus was on work for and
with the citizens.

are paid by the public to perform a set
of services. Removing lhe stigma of the
name "police" tends to be highly
functional ialthough in some cases the
authority image lessens, which can be
beneficial, but sometimes makes it
harder for the police to control those
undertheircare>.
During my tenure with the court I
worked with dozens of policecommunity conflicts which oecured in
Detroit during the riots. My position
was such where I was "in the middle."
so to speak, and saw the wrath of both
sides. At the same time I was cognizant

THE SUBJECTS knew they were
participating in Ihe experiment and
know what their role was going to be.
Placed in a mock jail in the basement of
Stanford University, they began to
"play" the roles. All they had to do was
sit. the prisoners in the "jail" and the
guards outside. What seemed like a
simple, safe experiment turned out
di -astcrous. and had lo be called off.
The guards became brutal and the
pi;-oners seemed to behave in such
ways as to elicit this brutality. Before
t|vs they were evidently well-adjusted
students.
Tlie role they were put into (even

The guards became brutal and the prisoners
seemed to behave In such ways to elicit this behavior.

I noticed in a recent trip lo Chicago
that their motto, which was painted on
each patrol car's door was "Chicago
Police We Serve and Protect You."
The University of Chicago Police cars
did not even say "police" or "public
scrvanl". etc. anywhere on the cars,
but only had the familiar gumball
machine on tup with a number on the
side ol each car.
II was obvious they were police cars,
at least close up. It might be helpful to
do a survey of campus and community
police t" find out what they call
'hem-elves, or at least what they paint
on their patrol can.
PROBLBaM TYPICALLY develop
when 'he i (immunity and the police are
at cros- purposes — or at least il seems
they are by the community. The police

Before this they were evidently well-adjusted students.'
of 'lie complaints, problems and concerns of both sides. A partial solution to
these conflicts, in my experience, is lo
enlarge the police's role of helping the

community.
At present policemen are primarily
responsible for arresting major and
minor law-breakers, a role which puts
'hem m a position antagonistic wilh
society
Study after study has
demonstated 'hat placed in this role.
there is bound to be antagonism.
A famous study was done by Dr.
/ic bank) at Stanford University. In
in s research a group of students were
randomly selected to be cither a

"guard" or a "prisoner."

though they were onh playing the role I
caused our accepting, humanitarian
Students V change drastically. The
-' udep's who played the role of a guard
became the person the) Kid previously
\ pically strongly disliked.
Thus conflict between the police and
'lie community is inevitable, that is
miles their r»Ic In the community
drastically changes in that of primarily
a helping functi' n
l>r Jerry Bergman i- a News guest
columnist. The conclusion to his article.
Including nis solutions for a campus
police organization, will appear in
tomorrow 'sNews.

guest columnist

Christians not forced to believe
By Sharon Emrlek
I would like to straighten out some of
the facts regarding R. Anthony's
Gnom's recent article. First, he implies that atheism is more intellectual
and intelligent than Christianity. Facts
support the opposite.
Many of the greatest geniuses of

poulpourri

university out for blood - one more time
The Red Cross Bloodmobile is on
campus this week. Monday through
Wednesday, allowing students to give
bl iod I" someone other than the
University. It's a Rood cause i life) and
a lurue muiibcr ol students, 600-700.
give during each visit.
It Unit many others could do it. so
could I. so I made an appointment for
yesterday and gave (or the first time.

slAKINfl THE appointment is almost
as involved as giving. The volunteer at
the Other end of the line (372-2775'
asked for a mountain of information —
name, address, phone, student ID
number, middle name, had I given
before, shoe size and favorite color.
Hut I passed that test and the
volunteer gave me an appointment for
10.:M1 Monday morning.
When I arrived. 1 went straight to
Checkpoint Charlie to secure with Ihe
officials that I was the person I thought
I was. I was. so they gave me a little
card and started me through the

preparation exam,
At the first stop, a harmless-looking
woman politely asked me if I was righteared and said "This won't hurt a bit."
as she poked a small needle in to draw
blood. She lied.
T THOUGHT YOU said it wouldn't
hurt '"I said.
"It won't, in two days." she smiled,
and placed a drop of my blood in some
blue solution to see if it had enough iron
n il to sink. Mine rusted on the way
down, but 1 passed.
Bel ore sending me to Ihe next test,
the nurse asked me what my blood type
is. "A " I replied.
"Positive'.'"
"Yes. I'm positive it's A-type blood"
I said and moved on.
The next slop was to check temperature and heartbeat. One nurse
stuck the thermometer under my
tongue and promptly asked me where I
got my nice-looking sweater.
"mphxnik." I said.
"Really? They have nice stuff there,"
she said. "Where arc you from?"

"Snyryxrch." I replied •
"Really ' I had an uncle who used to
live 'here." she said, and excused
hersell t iattendtosomeonecl.se.

A BEAUTIFUL, extremely beautiful,
nurse came to take my pulse for a very

enji table minute. "MS," she said at the
end.
"What'."' an older, somewhat rotund
ran ic asked and she came over to
recheck my pulse. This tune it turned
out lobelia.
"Her watch must lie slow." she said
of Ihe first nurse. I could only nod. They
had forgotten to take out the thermometer,
The next slop was for blood pressure
and a game of 20 questions in reverse.
Answer too many of them "yes." and
you lose your chance on the table.
The questioning went something like
'his:
"Have you ever had scarlet fever,
typhoid or small pox'"'
"Have you had an operation in the
last six months."
"A tooth extraction in tlie last 72

hours?"
"A bath in the lastM?"
"Have you ever lost an arm or an
eve"
"Do you have heart trouble'.'"
"Kidney trouble""
CARTROUBIJH?"
"Have you had a common cold in the
last week""
"Aspirin in the last 72 hours?"
"Vitamins this morning?"
"Have you been pregnant in the last
six months?"

"Have you had your ears pierced in
the last six months?"
"Do you have asthma, allergies or
the heartbreak ol sceriosis?"
Who was the founder of the
American Red Cmas?"
Convinced thai I was indeed worthy,
the nurse sen! me on my way to get a
plasdc pouch to hang on to. some
crackers and Kool-aid '■ -consume and a
chair lo sit m while I waited for an
empty table
After about ten minutes, my number
ion IV pouch) came up and I was
escorted by one of a multitude of
Volunteers from several campus service organizations to one of three tables
under tlie jurisdiction of a very friendly
ady n while.
And how are we today''" she asked
as -he felt my right arm for a vein and
began si rubbing it with alcohol and
omc soapy stuff that turned my arm
yellow.
"My don't we have a big vein'' Have
we given before? Which ann do we
want " she asked, then added "I'm
going tii stick the needle in your arm
now.''
"What happened to the 'we'
business "' I asked.
I was asked to squeeze a wooden
dowel about every ten seconds until I
had given a full pint. Small persons only
bad
to give half-pints.
Tjja""»"•■"»'■■•■

AS THE NURSE pulled the needle out
of my arm. I asked her if all Red Cross
win k is done in vein.
I was instiucted to hold my arm
st- night up for a few minutes until I fell
ab'c lo get off Ihe table and walk to the
did you say food? I jumped off the table
and ran toward the area where
volunteers were serving sandwiches.
cookies and milk and mice to us hungry
donors.
For some reason, however, the food
table seemed to be on wheels and was
going around circles so that whatever
direction I went was not the direction of
the table.
The ml) thing I found was the floor.
When I came to. I was helped to a
chair and given all the peanut butter
and jelly sandwiches and milk I wanted For dessert, there were cookies of
every "ype and celery and carrot sticks.
As I was leaving, they stuck a plastic
pin shaped like a drop of blood on my
ni' csweater.
They pinned a hit le I oo deeply.
The) drew blood.
"I 'bought you said I couldn't give for
another eight weeks." I said.
Paul I intern Is features editor of the
News.
The Red Cross Bloodmobile continues
today and Wednesday M a.m.-5 p.m. la
the
era
the Grand
Ballroom. Union.

•Letters
link offers aid
Having read your article on
"Loneliness'' in Tuesday's edition, we
of The Link want to remind the community lhat we also offer help in
combatting this problem as well as any
other people face.
II seems especially important to note
this since many lonely people seem to
accept tlieir state as the norm, much
more so than when they are faced with
what they perceive to be more "acute"
problems such as alcoholism or drug
addiction.

Loneliness, however, can also cripple
the person by isolating the individual
from others and by making him or her
feel there is no way out.

Our role is to offer not only a sympathetic ear but some positive
suggestions on how to break the bonds
of isolation. Our ear is open 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week at 352-1545, always
ready to listen to anyone who wants to
talk.
HarveS.MeskinEd.I).
Executive Director
The Link

•very age have examined tlie facts and
Supported Christianity. I suspect that
very feu of us would consider Einstein's or Werner Von Kraun's i lo name
a few ) Intelligence to have molded.
A SECOND AREA in which he
distorted the facts is in his thesis
concerning children being forced into
Christianity. Those children who were
forced into religion never really do
believe. Mr. Oneco probably was one of
those. Although many are taught about
Christianity and voluntarily choose it.
Christianity has been growing faster
among those never taught as children.
Look around at the Charismata
movement, labeled recently as the
fastest growing movement of any kind.
Most of these people were not taught
this as children yet tlieir numbers are
over 6 million today.
NEXT LOOK AT those labeling
themselves as borne again Christians.

Many wen- taught as children but they
a c a minority of the :W percent of our
nation's population.
Teaching no religion to children
would not stamp mil Christianity as Mr
Gric o proposes. In Communist Russia
and China where si hoob teach atheism
and 'IK- government actively supports
it, Russians and Chinese people are
becoming 'he base for a huge revival
which has become uncontrollable by
government actions such as per■rciuVn or Imprisonment
AS YOC CAN SEE, Christianity is not
aVpcnd' HI on childhood rearing but
only on hearing of the simple truth of
the salvation of Jesus Christ.
The truth has stood for 2.000 years in
spite of iierseculions and statement
from atheists. It has stood the test of
time: it shall continuetosland.
Sharon Emriek is a News guest
columnist.
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Organization pushing for retumables law
By Louie Levy

Their sport is to play dirty
Their fellow students at the University of Maine at Orono call them "the dirtiest team on
campus." But members of the soil judging team try not to let such mud-slinging bother
them.
"Actually our competitions have nothing at all to do with dirt," says coach Tom Saviello.
"We examine soils and there is a big difference."
Soil judging is becoming a collegiate sport, Saviello says. At the meets, each school Is
allowed three teams of four students each, who are given 40 minutes to examine three soil
"pits."
Contestants must identify the soil classification, including the age and composition, and
the soil's structure with regard to texture, drainability, color and moisture content. They
must also specify possible uses of the soil, considering its suitability for building houses on.
urowjng trees or for accomodating a sewage system.
last month, the school won the Northeastern title after defeating the eight-year champion. The University of Maryland. The win qualifies Maine to enter a national meet in New
Mexico in April.

Carter approves bill to
establish jobless rate
President Carter endorsed a watereddown jobs bill yesterday that would set a 4
per cent unemployment rate as the goal
for 1983 without committing him to setup
new programs to reach the target
House and Senate backers of the bill
applauded the president's endorsement
and predicted favorable action in Congress
early next year.
The measure, worked out in months of
talks between White House aides and
congressional sponsors, would require the
president to submit annual economic
reports to Congress setting out specific
gflals for unemployment, production,
income and productivity.
However, unlike the original bill, it
reiommends-rathcr than requires-that
■pacific government job programs be set
up to reach the goals if it appears that the
targets will not be reached without help.
And while recommending that the
president consider certain programs to cut
unemployment, the bill includes a strong
anti-inflation statement declaring that
stable prices should not be sacrificed for
the goal of reduced unemployment.
The bill "provides substantial flexibility
i.> both the Congress and the president to
adapt to changing circumstances and
doesn't put anybody in a straight Jacket."
said one administration official.
"The bill does not authorize any new
programs or add any money to the
budget," he added. He said the measure
'ieciilari/es and improves the process by
which the administration and Carter set
economic goals..."
The bill sets tlie unemployment goal for
\'.1\3 at four per cent of the entire work
force and three per cent for adults, but also
allows the president to revise the goal in
HWI Unemployment has been running at
about 7 per cent of the entire work force,
but is much hither among youths, espcially young black workers.

State energy department
bill hits snag in Senate
A wideh amended bill creating a state
energy department and levying a new tax
on coal hit a snag yesterday in the Senate
Energy and Public Utilities Committee.
Some members said they wanted more
t line to st udy changes in the House-passed
measure made last week by a Senate
subcommittee. Another hearing was set
for today.
Chairman Neal F. Zimmers Jr. (DDaj tan >. said he was hopeful the measure
will be approved and slated for a Senate
floor vote tomorrow. He had wanted a
committee vote yesterday.
The legislature reconvenes today after a
loiir-wcek autumn recess for an expected
three days of deliberations that could wind
up the General Assembly's work this year,
for all practical purposes.
Aside from the energy measure, the two
chambers also are expected to consider a
joint conference committee's report on a
major bill establishing collective
bargaining rights for public employeesAction coidd come in the Senate on Houseapproved measures revising Ohio's
charitable bingo law and giving tax breaks
In industries locating or expanding in the

state.

U.S. energy policies
debated in Congress
House and Senate conferees parted
company on energy legislation once more
yesterday, prompting one senator to
predict lawmakers may end up "slugging
it out in snowshoes."
Sen. John Durkin (D-N.H.I, chided his
colleagues after Senate conferees
unanimously rejectedthe House's proposal
In force electric utilities to make power
cheaper when used during periods of low
demand, such as late at night or early in
the morning.
"If we can't find some common
philosophical ground, we're going to be
slugging it our in snowshoes before long,"
said Durkin in reference to efforts to
resolve the energy battle and adjourn well
before Christmas.
fhe House had passed the Carter administration electricity pricing proposal.
The legislation is aimed ai conserving
electricity and avoiding overloaded circuits during peak-use hours by getting
consumers to change the time of day for
such energy-sapping chores as clotheswashing and ironing.
Although House conferees said they

hoped there might be room for compromise. Senate negotiators gave no sign
of yielding ground.
Mast lawmakers are enjoying a vacation
while conference committees struggle to
come up with a mutually acceptable
energy program.

Vance may take trip
to Mideast, not Geneva
The Carter administration is considering a trip by Secretary of State Cyrus
R. Vance to the Middle East in January if a
Geneva conference cannot be convened
this year.
Under considerations as well, officials
said yesterday, are meetings next month
in Europe between Vance and Arab and
Israeli foreign ministers in an effort to
promote peace talks.
These are only options as this point and
no consultations have been held with other
governments. Administration leaders still
hope the internal Arab dispute over
Palestinian participation and other
procedural obstacles can be overcome.
In this regard, they are awaiting the
outcome of the meeting of Arab foreign
ministers in Tunia and talks later this
week in Damascus between Presidents
Anwar Sadat of Egypt and Hafez Assad of
Syria.
"It mostly depends on Tunia." said one
knowledgeable U.S. official.
Meanwhile, in another development, the
State Department rejected a Palestinian
proposal that the United Nations Security
Council endorse a statement recognizing
"legitimate rights" of the Palestinians.
The statement, adopted by the United
Slates and the Soviet Union on Oct. 1, "is
not to be taken as the prescription for
getting to Geneva or as the blueprint for
that conference," said Hodding Carter, the
department spokesman.

State school board to pay
for bulk of busing costs
The state Board of Education yesterday
agreed, after public hearings, to pay most
of the cost of buses purchased for courtonlered desegregation.
By revising its policy on reimbursing
school districts for new buses, the board
has benefitted Columbus and Cleveland
which are in the midst of implementing
desegregation plans involving extensive
busing.
The normal state reimbursement for
new buses is 35 per cent of the ceiling price
of a bus. Under the new policy the state
will pay KM) per cent of the ceiling price of
buses needed to desegregate schools.
The ceiling price is not the full cost of the
bus. It is an amount the state gets after
averaging the1 total cost of all buses purchased by schools last year, and is the
highest reimbursement the state offers.
Cleveland Superintendent Paul W.
Briggs told the board state help would
make it "easier to sell millage levies" to
voters who undcrstnad their local property
taxes are not going to buy buses for
moving students from one nearby school to
another more distant building.
Even full reimbursement falls about
$5,000 short of what the Cleveland schools
pay for buses. Briggs said.
He joined Columbus Superintendent Dr.
Joseph I.. Davis in pleading for the board
to approve the financing plan.
"It is justified." Briggs said because
busing in those cities is mandatory and
"not provided at the discretion of the local
district"

New Jersey beer company
closes after 122 years
Yesterday was the beginning of the end
of Khcmgold beer.
That's when the last cases and kegs of
Khcmgold were trucked from the brewery
in Orange. N.J. to distributors. The final
draughts will be delivered to taverns and
stores Friday.
"We were to ship 45.000 cases and 700
half-kegs last Friday," said a
spokeswoman for Khcmgold president
John Kuhn. "What we're shipping today is
the leftover - what we didn't get out then.
By Fridj the last beer will be delivered
bydistrit ors."
Kuhn has said a prime reason for the
death of the 122-year-old brewery was its
inability to compete with national brands.
The firm, once famous for its Miss
Khcmgold beauty contest balloting, was
bought recently by C. Schmidt & Sons Inc.,
a Philadelphia brewer.

Beer and soft drink bottles
and cans strewn along Ohio
roads may become things of
the past. At least the Ohio
Alliance for Returnables
i OAR'hopes so.
OAR is conducting a
petition drive designed to
force the state legislature to
consider a returnables law.
According to Stephen H.
Sedan, OAR media coordinator, the proposed
returnables law would
establish a 10-cent deposit on
all bear and soft drink bottles
and cans sold in Ohio. The
law also would require that
all cans have tabs which
remain attached after
opening.

"THE PEOPLE of Ohio
want a returnables law."
Sedan said. "They are tired
of seeing beverage containers thrown in their yards
and along roadsides.
"The people of Ohio want
to see jobs created, energy
conserved, tax dollars saved
and the conservation of
natural resources." he
continued. "That's what the
returnables law would do."
OAR claims employment
in the state would increase
because jobs would be
created
in
beverage
distribution and sales. The
group cited a federal
government
survey
predicting the creation of
118.000 such jobs if Congress
were to enact a returnables
law

The Ohio AFI/-CIO, opponents of the proposed law,
claims it would cost Ohio
50.000 jobs.
"They (Ohio AFI^IOi
have not produced any
documentation of this,
though." Sedan said.
TAX DOI.1.AKS would be
saved by reducing roadside
litter which must be cleared
away and disposed of he
added.

manufacturers and the Ohio

API/CIO.
About 27 organizations are
members of the coalition. It
includes the league of Ohio
Sportsmen, Ohio Farm
Bureau, league of Women
Voters and the Ohio
Township Trustees and
Clerks Association.
OAR is supported entirely
by donations according to
Sedan. Donations range
from 50 cents to $1,000.

"The reason for this
petition is that similar
legislation
has
been
presented
(in
the
SEDAN EXPLAINED that
legislal ore • for the last eight OAR's a petition drive is not
years and not gotten out of designed to place a concommittee," Sedan said. He stitutional amendment on
credited this to strong op- the ballot. Rather, the group
piistion from brewers, glass wants to present a citizen-

initiated law
legislature.

to

the

If OAR submits petitions
with at least 92.000 valid
signatures to the legislature,
lawmakers would have four
months to act on the law.
Sedan said that if the
legislature did not act
favorably on the proposed
law in that time, then OAR
would seek an additional
130.000 signatures to place it
on the November, 1978,
ballot.
OAR claims to have
collected at least 60,000
signatures since they began
the drive Sept. 6. Sedan said
he hopes to have 130.000
signatures by Dec. 1.

Gerkens: No evidence of harassment
By Julie Rolln
Skiff Reporter
Although some of the ad
hoe police review panel's
recommendations might be
Feasible, the law enforcement function of the
University Police should not
become secondary, l.t. Dean
II. Gardens, acting director.
sold lust night
"Whether it becomes the
Unlversit) Police department, campus safety or
whatever the administration
adopts, it is a police

department now." Gerkens
aid. "There is a need on
campus
for law enoicoincnt."
Gerkens addressed about

about student harassment
and Ineffective complaint
procedures, among other
police problems previnuslx
mi rnduced to the panel.
HE TOLD BSl' he did not
see any evidence of
harassment nor mention of
pociuc police problems in
the panel's final report as
accepted by the Board of
Trustees last Thursday.
Garkens called some of the
recommendations "way
nut" and said others wool.1
require considerable increases in manpower and
money, including a necessiU
or increased salaries if

:'0 students in us Education
Bldg.. including members of
'he Black Student Union
i RSI'i. who questioned him

¥
¥
The Interfraternity ¥
¥
Pledge Council is
¥
sponsoring o blood ¥
drive among the
¥
Fraternity system
¥
¥
The Chapter with
¥
the largest percentage
of donors will
receive an award.

The drive will be held
in the Grand Ballroom
Nov. 14, 15, 16.

A Prudent
Student of
Thrift

DATSUN
B210

Standard Features
*
*
*
*
¥
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*
*

+

4 Speed
Rear Window
Defroster
White Side
Wall Tires
Front Disc
Brakes
Reclining Seats
Cut Pile
Carpeting
Tinted Glass
Plus Much,
Much More

Nobody demands
more from Datsun
than Datsun.
We are Driven.

Dishop
Motors
Rt. 25

|j4

Bowling
Green,

Oh.

353-5271

ofl lean are required to have
university baccalaureate
degrees.
lie said it would cost $1,000
III outfit an officer in the
suggested
blazer and
questioned the proposed
mode of travel
• I CAN'T SEE an officer
on a moped year round. I
don't know whnl they have in
mind," he said.
A MM emphasis on service
is not necessary la-cause the
department already is
•emce-oricnted. Gerkcas
said, citing annual statistics
of services rendered, such as

requests to unlink doors and
assist visitors.
He said he also objects to
the panel proposal calling for
replacement of the militarytype titles with civiliant\ pcs.saying officers earned
I hose lilies much as doctors

earned theirs.
BSl' .11 .11(1 It Kenneth
Chambers accused Gerkens
ot incompetence because of
allure to recognize and
admit
conflicts
and
problems surrounding the

police department,
Gerkena replied that if
students do not come to him
with their complaints, he

cannot know that problems
exist.
He said the department is
unctioning with "a bare
minimum skeleton crew."
Half the department (seven
officers) have resigned in
the lust seven months.
GERKENS SAID HE docs
not know if he will quit.
"The only thing I am
aware of is the administration is going ahead
with the search for a
director.'' a position, he
added, in which he is not

interested.

BEBK^EE 0E(7GE0ffEE
MUST BE RETURNED TODAY
TUES., N0V.15

W 5:00
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UGLI
GRADUATING SENIORS
Looking for the key to Success?
• Money
• Recognition
• Secure Future
. . . you may already hold the
key to your success — now!
Universal Guaranty has career
opportunities in life insurance sales
open to all majors.
Send us your resume in confidence to:
John Serhant, Asst. V. P. - Sales
Universal Guaranty Life Insurance Company
1550 West Henderson Road
Columbus, Ohio 43220
An equal opportunity employer
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Unlocked delivery cars are fargets
"Who* Thrifty Shopping is a Pleasure"

GreatScot
fRIfNOir FOOD STORES

Wl MMRVI QUANTirr RJOHTS
nuas0000THRUH0v.2e.ifn

HAPPY THANKSGIVING
FROM ALL OF US!
DONT SETTLE FOR LESS
THAN THE BEST!

Pizza thefts cause hike in prices
By Roger K. Lowe
Stall Reporter
Pizza thefts are a costly
kick.
Because of some persons'
need for cheap thrills,
businesses must compensate
for damages to their cars
and for lost revenue by
charging higher prices to
customers.

is the. prime time for pizza
thefts. Pagliai's has not had
any pizzas stolen this
quarter, he added.
A driver for Pisanello's
Pizza, 203 N. Main St.. had a
pizza stolen last week when
three men pushed him and
took the pizza, according to
Manager Jeff C. Scheuerman. Some pizzas were
stolen last spring by persons

using crowbars to break into
cars, he said, adding that
this type ol robbery is rare.
•IN A WAY, they're
hurting themselves,"
Scheuerman said. He explained that he must hike
pizza prices to recoup losses.
Paul
W.
Dohman.
manager at Dino's agreed.
"These losses increase the
costs of our pizzas," he said.

Nowlan said that when he
finds University students
stealing pizzas, he tries to
have them expelled. This is
the best method of punishment for the student he said.
Drivers can prevent many
pizza thefts by parking in
well-lighted places, locking
their cars and making
transactions quickly, the
managers said

There are many ways in
which pizzas are stolen. One
method is to take pizzas from
unlocked delivery cars.
Another involves a team
effort where one person
distracts the driver while he
is delivering pizza in a
dormitory and friends break
into the car for the other
pizzas.
PIZZAS CAN ALSO be
stolen when a large order
comes into a dorm. While the
delivery person is preoccupied with giving a
customer change, other
persons take his remaining
pizza*.
Pizza shop owners in the
city agree that most thefts
occur when the driver leaves
his car unlocked.
"People who drive their
own car are instructed to
lock their car." said Gregory
A. Smestad, a driver for
Dino's Pizza Pub. 5.12 E.
Wooslcr St. "It's a matter of
common sense."
Domino's Pizza. 1616 E.
Wooster St.. has a new policy
regarding pizza stolen from
unlocked cars, according to
Manager Tom B. Nowlan.
"Now if a driver gets a
pizza stolen, they pay for it,"
he said.
THERE HAVE not been
many thefts this quarter,
Nowlan said. I.ast spring.
Domino's had doors broken
on two of its cars and lost
about five pizzas a night.
"Now it's down to
nothing." he said, adding
that thefts are sporadic.
George T. Nicholson,
owner of Pagliai's PhU, 1004
S. Main St.. .said that spring

Volunteer firemen cope with
flames during British walkout
UiNDON (APl-Alinost all of Britain's 33,000 regular
firemen wont on strike yesterday for more pay. But a hastily
trained force of soldiers and volunteers using outdated
equipment seemed to cope well with the first day's
emergencies.
No fire deaths were reported during the first day of the
unprecedented-but legal-nationwide strike, which began at
9 a.m. and shows no prospect of a quick end. But there were
at least three casualties.
An elderly woman was critically burned in her farmhouse
in northern England when a spark from the fireplace set her
chair alight. Two Royal Marines were briefly overcome as
tlicy tackled a mattress fire in a Birmingham apartment.
THE STRIKE posed the toughest challenge to date to the
Labor government's three-year-old campaign to held pay
raisea down to 10 percent The fire-fighters are demanding a
30-per cent increase.
They say their average weekly wage is around $115.
Manual workers in Britain make an average of $128.70 and a
policeman below sergeant makes about $144.90.
Richard Foggic. assistant general-secretary ofthe Fire
Brigades Union, claimed that about 97.5 per cent of the
union's full-time firemen walked off the job.
A UNION official said the union has a total membership of
around 42.0u0, including some 9,000 volunteer "retained"

firemen. He said these are part-' niers who have other jobs,
drill a few hours a week in rural fire stations and respond in
an emergency to help the full-time firefighters. He said about
GO per cent of the "retained" firemen are striking.
No British law prevents firemen from striking. But the
only walkout was an unofficial, two-week strike in 1973 by
firemen in Glasgow, Britain's third-largest city.
More than WO uniformed firemen picketed outside the
I.omliin fire brigade headquarters on the south bank of the
River Thames.
MICHAEL Redman, a 24-year-old I»ndon firefighter, said
i he st rikers were' 'disappointed and sick" at having to strike.
"But we have had to take this action. We have been left with
no alternative." he said.
The walkout left Britain's fire protection in the hands of
some 12.000 servicemen, most of them with only a week of
training, and citizen volunteers.
TO AVOID confrontations with the firemen's pickets, the
troops were not using regulr equipment. Instead, they were
equipped with 850 fire engines that are 20 to 25 years old and
dubbed "green godesses" because of their olive-drab color.
The Home Office, which runs the nation's fire services,
said the number of emergency calls during the day was less
than normal, apparently because citizens were taking extra
fire precautions.

Conference delegates discuss welfare
CINCINNATI
(AP)-Delegates to the 87th annual
meeting of the Ohio Welfare
Conference yesterday
listened to speakers on a
variety of topics from
welfare to pornography.
Dr. Michael C. Barth. an
official for the U.S.
Department of Health
Education and Welfare,
described President Carter's
proposed welfare system as
"simpler and more efficient" than previous plans.
That plarf is currently
under study in congressional
committee.
Barth-who is deputy
assistant secretary for income security police-said
that the program is
proceeding according to
schedule but that it will take
three years to implement the
full variety of programs.
HE ADMITTED that there
will probably never be a foolproof welfare system.

"There are some attitudes
that the government is never
going to be able to deal
with," Barth said. "All we
can do is provide an efficient
system which will prove the
opportunity to'get a job and
to work."
In an earlier forum,
Hamilton County prosecutor
Simon I«is Jr. boasted that
his county was one of the few
major metropolitan areas in

the United States that was
"porn-free."
Lets said attacking pornography was a dangerous
stand for prosecutors
throughout the country.
ITS NOT a very popular
stand to take with the
media." l-eis explained.
"They are very critical of
any prosecutor who gets

involved in this type of
litigation."
i.ois earlier this year
gained an obscenity conviction against Hustler
Magazine publisher Larry
Flynt
An
estimated
1,500
professionals from the
welfare field are attending
the sessions, which are being
held through Wednesday to
promote discussion of
welfare issues.

Miss Lillian avoids Ireland's drizzle
DUBLIN, Ireland (API - Lillian Carter
awoke yesterday to scudding gray clouds and
frigid rain outside her bedroom window — the
same view she's had every morning since she
arrived in Ireland last Tuesday.
But the Georgia lady who's more accustomed to sunshine and balmy breezes had
gotten wise to the ways of this misty isle's
capricious weather.
Instead of primping for another busy day of
sightseeing planned for her by her Irish hosts.
President Carter's mother opted to stay snug
in her housecoat and spend the morning by

the fire writing postcards to the folks back
borne.
MRS. CARTER lazed over tea in the
drawing room of Dublin attorney Tim Ryan
as a group of disappointed VIPs resigned
themselves to lunch without the long-awaited
guest of honor.
Mrs. Carter's host during her 10-day visit to
Ireland with the Friendship Force group from
Des Moines notified officials at the Kilkenny
Design Center by telephone that the
President's mother would not make the 70mile drive south because of the cold weather.
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Findlay trustee's fate to be decided

Local
YWCA dance
The Cake Walkin' Jass Band will perform at a benefit
dance for the Young Women's Christian Association
(YWCA) from 7-11 p.m. Dec. 4 at the Commodore Perry
Motor in Toledo.
Tickets, which are tax deductible, are $5 and can be
obtained by writing: YWCA Benefit Dance. 1018 Jefferson
Ave.. Toledo. Ohio. 4.1624.

Clothing drive
The local chapter of Beta Sigma Phi. national women's
service organisation, will conduct a clothing drive for
Goodwill Industries from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Saturday in the
parking lot of Murphy's Mart, 1080 S. Mam Si
Only those clothes in good condition or only need slight
repair will be accepted. The clothing will be contributed to
physically, psychologically and socially handicapped
persons in Wood and Lucas counties.

Psych bldg. tours
Tours of the Psychology Building will be conducted
beginning at 7 p.m. tomorrow. Areas to be included in the
lour arc the Psychological Services Center. Nova computer and l IH' animal and human research laboratories.
The lours are Iree and open to Ihe public.

Minority forum
A forum for minority women will be held at 7 p.m. today
in the Amani. Commons.
Entitled "Minority Women: Chicana and Black
Feminists Speak Out." for forum will feature Maria
SaniT.il. president of I-it mas Unidas Para Accion in
Toledo and Brcnda Richclhercer. president of the
National Alliance of Black Feminists.
The forum is free and open to the public.

Print display
The Toinlinson Collection of original, old and modern
mailer print* will be on display 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. today in
(he west corridor of the Fine Arts Bldg.
The display is free and open to Ihe public.

New York expo
Th iy-five lournalisni students left Sunday for New
York City to attend the Third Annual Publishing Conference and Exposition. They were chosen by "Folio"
magazine, a magazine management publication.
The students will be there a week to set, staff and close
tin- conference. Thc\ also will be responsible for its
edi'ovial coverage, preparing articles for "Folio" and
"Book Production Industry" magazine.
Nancy M. Hamilton, assistant professor of journalism,
is attending the conference wit h the students.

Acupuncture lecture
The First Annual Lecture Series of the College of Health
and Community Services is sponsoring a lecture by Dr.
Walter Hartung. director of pathology at St. Charles
Hospital, Toledo, at 8 p.m. today, in the Alumni Room,
Union.
Har'ung will speak on acupuncture in his lecture entitled. "The Use of Traascutaneous Nerve Simulation in
I he Treatment ol Chronic and Recurrent Pain."
The lecture is free and o|ien to the public.

Veteran's meeting
'I lie Student Veteran's Association will meet at 7:30
p.m. tomorrow in 157 Memorial Hall. The meeting is open
t» the public

Three Penny Opera'
"Three Penny Opera." featuring the combined talents
ol University Theatre and the College of Musical Arts.
Miens at 8 p m. today in the Main Auditorium. Univentv
Hall.
1,
The production of the Kurt Weill-Bcrtold Brecht play
continues Witt) performances Thursday, Friday and
Saturday evenll gs. Tickets are $3.50. and are available at
1
he University Hall box of dec and at the door.

Bloodmobile
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will be in the Grand
Ballroom, Union today and tomorrow from 10 a.m. - 3:45
p in.
Rrinn K. McGlotluin. student coordinator of the drive,
said that students usually donate a total of 200 pints of
bl IHI a day. but he expects donations to increase in this
dt vc.
\ny person 17-65 years old with a minimum weight of
110 pounds is encouraged to donate. The procedure takes
about an hour.

Food drive
Is Union de F.studiantes latinos is collecting food and
money donations for underprivileged families for
Thanksgiving. The food drive will be held 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
today on the first floor of University Hall and tomorrow
through Friday in the Union Foyer.

FINDLAY, Ohio |AP>Findlay College trustees
continue their se.manual
meeting today with the
matter of trustee Hancho
Kim's alleged South Korean
influence peddling expected
to generate debate.
One trustee on the 30member board said he was
drawing up a bylaw change
for review today that would
allow removal of the indicted
l-andover, Md., resident,
who was named to the
trustee board in 1975.
Curent bylaws do not allow
a trustee to be removed.
They have to offer to resign.

THE otherwise routine
semiannual board meeting
opened Monday night with a
business
report
fom
president Glen Rasmussen,
who said earlier that Kim
would not attend the session.
Rasmussen said trustees
have
discused
Kim's
removal privately, but no
one has requested a
resignation letter from the
Korean-born Kim, now a
U.S. citizen with cosmetic
manufacturing enterprise.
"The general tenor of the
discussions about Kim have
been that although he was
indicted, he has not been

'Smut' trial nears conclusion
KANSAS CITY. Kan. IAPI
After an overturned
conviction, a fight for a
change of venue and an
illness that brought yet more
delay, the obscenity retrial
of sex maga/ine publisher Al
Goldstein neared its end
yesterday - almost three
years after he was indicted.
Both sides gave the federal
District Court jury their final
arguments, and all that
remained
before
jury
deliberations were rebuttal
arguments and the judge's

charge to the jury.
GOLDSTEIN'S lawyer.
Herald Price Fahnnger,
Said he was "not proud of

what's
in
"Screw"
magazine."
"I'm not going to stand
here and defend the contents." he said. "But I am
proud of the fact that I live in
a country where I can buy
"Screw "magazine, or ignore
it or throw tt away."
Assistant U.S. Attorney
Ben Burgess argued that
"Screw" and "Smut."
another tabloid that Goldstein publishes in New York,
"appeal to lust and morbid
and shameful interest in
sex" and Ihe jurors must
draw the line "between

•THE

publications

would like to
announce and
congratulate their:

Grc<] Schenier
Mark I everMon
Cr.iiq Vornbrock
Andv Morrison

In a special meeting yesterday, City
Council passed an ordinance providing for the
issuance of notes to help finance construction
of ihe new City Services Building, scheduled
t" begin by November 21.
The ordinance calls for issuance of the
notes totaling $.104,000. the city's share of the
bill.
According to Charles Foust. director of
Finance, the city has five years to pay off the
note from its capital improvements fund, and
if necessary, will have an additional three
years to make payments.

However. Foust said the city plans to pay
oil the notes by 1901. negating the need for
issuing additional bonds next year.
The building will cost about $847,000 to build
with $547,000 supplied by a federal grant from
the Kconomc Development Administration
tEDAi.
Under FDA guidelines, construction must
start by November 21 or the city might lose
the grant.
A pre-conslruction meeting with the contractors is scheduled for 10 a.m. Thursday to
make final preparations and sit a target
completion date.

GRRRNVIRW APARTMRNTS
214 NAPOIJCON ROAD
Winter Quarter Leases
ONLY 20CNITSAVAII.ABLE

Fall Pledge Class
Hi. k Kaskel
Mike Sn.ipp
Rnqcr Courtney
Tim Bailev

1.'.' Bedrooms and efficiencies
furnished, unfurnished
gas. electric, water, trash removal by owner
open 10-6 M.W.F.SAT

John Hollinger
Jeff Miller
Tony Miller
Reed Petrie

llollv Hick

Carol (I.IIq,ii

Tammy Bradley
SUP CVtsperson
Connie Corcoran
Chris DieMe

Suzanne Hawkins
Jan Helinski
Jan Henry
Renee Karirkoff
Karen Kittner

l.ori Kaulfman
Kim Michael
Kim Perch
Karen Snyder
Susie Whonsetller

APARTMRNTNOW

Jewelry Bonus
Buy first piece at regular price,
get second piece for $1.00
(some pr/ce or less)
Earrings, charms, bracelets, etc.

525 W. Pike St.
One Block West of McDonald Dorms

10% OFF
WITH THIS AD

Energy Conservation Seminar
by Columbia Gas
Learn how to insulate
your home and make
appliances more efficient

Teresa Pafera
Lisa Sandlry
Becky Townsend
Laurie Wilson

And welcome their
Resident Scholar
Steve McFarland

A piiio never hod il so good
Foil Fr.« O.hv.ry '352 5156

1MT&R
CALL %2-llM AND RESERVE YOUR

New Little Sis's

The Powder Puff
Closed Monday
412 East Woostor

Notes issued to finance city building

ENTER ANYTIME AT MR. BOJANGLES

Larrv Ferguson
Kick Pavley
Brian Price,
Mark Kader

Sundays 7:30-7:00

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

KCIA in South Korea.

He promoted a "sister
college" relationship and a
student exchange program
between the college and one
in Seoul. He went to Seoul on

MR. BOJANGLES

New Actives

• WAFFLES

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

munlcae directly to the

Kim
entertained
congressmen at his home
and in Washington, and
donated $50,000 and 10.000
books on South Korea to the
private Findlay school.

behalf of the college and was
briefed there by the KCI A.
KIM'S involvement in the
scandcl resurfaced last week
when an aide to former
President Ford said Kim
sought a meeting with Ford,
a session which never took
place at the advice of the
National Security Council.
The aide said Rep. Tennyson Giiyer.
a Lima
Republican and alumnus of
Findlay College, tried to
arrange the meeting between Ford and Kim, Guyer
said it was a routine request
"It's all blown out of
proportion."
the
congressman said yesterday

PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED

Full Cours* Fomily Dinnar

Opan Tu«. thru Sat. 7.30-8.00

The indicment said Kim
received IfcOO.OOO to conduct
"Operation Snow White."
allegedly an effort to dole out
money to congressmen. It
said Kim had rented Telex
equipment in his suburban
Washington home to com-

KIM,
WHO
refuses
comment except through
lawyers, has denied affiliation wth the KCIA,
although
he
has
acknowledged trying to
improve U.S. relations with
South Korea.

IrVtT T-SHIRT CONTEST
WED. NITE AT

ALPHA
TAU OMEGA

- FEATURING 12 VARIETIES PANCAKES

themselves are the best
evidence
of
obscenity....They make every
effort to be offensive,"
Burgess said.
lawyers for Goldstein. 41.
his former partner James
Buckley, and their Milky
Way Productions Inc., argue
that censorship and press
freedom are involved in the
case, and they claim the case
is being prosecuted unfairly
in a coaservative area half a
continent
from
where
"Screw" and "Smut" and
published.

conspiring with the Korean
Central Intelligence Agency
to
illegally
influence
congressmen. A former
director of the KCIA
testifying
before
a
Washington grand jury, said
Kim led efforts to buy favors
on Capitol Hill after Tongsun
Park last influence there.

candor and shame."

Tuesday Special
Char Broilad Sloakt and Chopt

proven guilty, and I would
assume that he would be
presumed innocent until
proven guilty," Rasmussen
said.
KM. 52. was indicted by a
federal grand jury in
Washington in September on
charges of defrauding the
government and making a
false declaration to the
grand jury. He was accused
of failing to report to the
Internal Revenue Sevice a
$10,000 contribution of KCIA
funds to the college, which he
attended briefly in the mid1950s.
He also was accused of

I o
▼
* All Brake-Service • Tune-ups
Parts and Labor
Foreign and Domestic
offer good thru Nov. 30, 1977

Wed:, Nov. 16

DISHOP MOTORS

9 a.m. - Noon
Room 127, Technology Building

I *fc»

Your Car Care Center
Foreign and Domestic

v

^ Rt. 25, Bowling Green, O. ^'
19 353-5271
246-9592
••••••*••••••***••*•*••••*•••••••••*••••••••
Free and Open to the Public

ii

Office of Admissions would like to thank the following
students who volunteered their services as tour guides
for Preview Day, November 5, 1977. You helped make
our program a success!
A. Knochs
B. Boxlcr
T. Woodman
J. Phalcn
J. Wright
A. Buchholz
C. Livingston
B. Kibler
K. Paxson
AA. Schmidt
V. Wogan
D. Lavely
R. Tambazzi
D. Rohm

T. Weber
C.Stark
T.Shaw
D. Zimmerman
S. Ciranna
B. Yayocsky
L.Galen
R. Dudley
J. Timmerman
C. Goodman
C. DeJohn
D. Brugnone
S. Farrell
D. Dailey

I.Hull
L. Chappel
C. Donnelly
L. Brown
AA. Heitman
B. Behringe
E. Semanic
P. Roger
J. Lowery
L. Nelson
V. Lavdas
L. AAartin
P. Krajec
T. Sporich

*

J. Goodman
D. Pummill
AA. Zeber
T. AAizak
A. Ward
D. Kesic
L. Gravette
S. Androsiak
S. Fromczak
E. Hughes
J. Hard
T. Schimmaller j
K. AAartin
{
V.Sims'
j
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AIR FORC
ROTC
TWO YEAR PROGRAM
If you have two years of college remaining
at either the undergraduate and/ or graduate
level (as of September 1978)—now is the
time to apply for the two year program.
Receive a commission as an Air Force officer.

Kucinich vows xnew prosperity/
to keep campaign promises
CLEVELAND (AP)-Thirty-one-ye«r-old Dennis
Kucinich, one of the youngest big-city mayors in the nation,
was sworn in yesterday with a promise to "lead the city
forward to a new era of prosperity."
Among the crowd of more than 1,000 who showed up at the
Music Hall to help Kucinich launch his youth movement were
outgoing Republican Mayor Ralph Perk, U.S. Senator
Howard Metzenbaum ID-Ohio), U.S. Rep. Louis Stokes (DOhio), and W. 0. Walker, publisher of the weekly Call k Post
newspaper.
Kucinich, an independent Democrat, acknowledged the
endorsements from Stokes, Metzenbaum and Walker, which
he said helped him win his narrow victory in last Tuesday's
election.
DECLARING that the "entire United States is watching
us." Kucinich called on his supporters to "show all America
we believe in our city...and we believe in progress."
He said he would work with Republican Gov. James A.
Rhodes to make this a better city."
Metzenbaum cited some of the problems facing the city,
telling Kucinich he was "the only 31-year-old I've ever known
who had such a challenge placed before him."
ArvlONG THE problems Kuchinich faces, Metzenbaum
said, are the flight of residents and industry from the central
city and "the differences between black and white."
The 5-foot-7 Kucinich, characterized by comedian Bob
Hope as looking more like the mayor of Boys Town, faces
some other big problems if he is to keep the many promises
he made in wooing voters.
One of the biggest is that of keeping the debt-ridden
Municipal I in.lit Plant, which Mayor Perk tried to sell to the
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. for $158 million.
KUCINICH led a drive that halted sale of Muny light,
which presently is in mothballs. Now he must cope with what
proponents of the sale say will be massive financial problems
that could mean laying off thousands of city workers.
He has promised to hire more policemea expand the port
on take Erie, establish an urban peace corps, keep a

balanced budget and at the same time hold down taxes.
Kucinich has been known as a combination of political bad
boy and boy wonder through his KVy ear political career.
KUCINICH was 21 and fresh out of college with a master's
degree in speech and communications when he lost his first
attempt to become a city councilman. Two years later he was
in, and he stayed for six.
They were restless years.
He has flip-flopped on issues from time to time, once
supporting gun control and now opposing it, for instance, and
he has first backed and then attacked political colleagues
with some frequency.
INTENSE and hard-working, he shows a personal touch in
campaigning and calls for frugality in governmental
operation. He drives a 1974 car and says he'll still be driving it
as mayor.
Rapid of movement and small-he's 135 pounds-he also is
quick with a quip and perhaps equally fast with barbed
remarks. Opponents have called him demogogue and opportunist.
And though he sometimes sounded off with his typical
sharpness in his recent campaign, overall he took a softer
approach this time around.
WHEN George Forbes, the city council president and black
leader with whom Kucinich once had forged an alliance but
more recently had fought, called Kucinich racist, Kucinich
replied with a Biblical quote.
Supporters note Kucinich had endorsed Cleveland school
board President Arnold Pinkney when Pinkney, another
black community leader, ran unsuccessfully for mayor in
B75. Detractors note that Kucinich often fought Carl B.
Stokes, the first black to be elected mayor in a major
American city.
Four years ago, Kucinich had led an attempt to unseat
Forbes. It failed. By 1975 they had become political friends,
and Forbes helped in Kucinich's attempt to win the 23rd
Congressional District seat then being vacated by
Republican Rep. William E. Minsball's retirement.

Campus Calendar
Campus Calendar is a list of the day's events (meetings.
Ice turns and entertainment), provided as a service to readers
Unless otherwise noted, the events are tree and open to the
public. To submit a listing. Campus Calendar forms arc
.tvailable al the News office, 106 University Hall, 372 2003
There is no charge tor submitting listings to this section.
TUESDAY

Radio Television News Association -- 6 p.m, Toledo
Student Union, University of Toledo, John Saunders, TV 13
newscaster, will speak. Sign up for car pool at the journalism
school
College Republican Club- 7:30p.m., Talt Room, Union.
Tutoring session — 7 30 p.m., 213 Education Bldg For
Accounting ??! and 222 students.
Library Media Club - 730 p.m.. 100 Hayes Hall, Open to
anyone in library and educational media.

Meetings
Lectures

PILOTS-NAVIGATORS-MISSLEMEN
(Physicals given 16 and 17 Novemberno obligation - see if you qualify.)
Many opportunities are available in other areas
to complement your college degree.

MEN - WOMEN
APPLY NOW
Contact the Department of
Aerospace Studies,
164 Memorial Hall;
Call 372-2176
Air Force ROTC
Gateway to a Great Way of Life

Red Cross Bloodmobile
10 a.m.
3:45 p.m.. Grand
DaHroom, Union.
Print tale
10 a.m. 5 p.m.. West Corridor, Fine Arts Bldg
The Tomlmson Collection.
Women for Women • I? 30 p.m., Taft Room, Union.
Twig Fellowship
l 30p.m , Faculty Lounge, Union.
International Coffee Hours
2 4 pm., 17 Williams Hall,
sponsored by Arab Student Association.
insurance Club
/ p.m.. Cherrywood Club, Piedmont
Apartments, High Street.
Minority women forum
7 p m., Amani, Commons
"Minority Women- Chicana and Black Feminists Speak Out"
ACT Fellowship
7 vp m , Dogwood Suite, Union.
Environmental Interest Group - 7 30pm, 127Hayes Hall.
Black Greek Council
7 30pm.. 105 Hayes Hall.
Lalm Student Union
730 p.m , 207 Hanna Hall, Dr.
Raymond Downs, student development, will speak

"France Today"
2 X p.m.. Assembly Room, McFall
Center. On politics and economics by Yves Coffin, French
consul in Detroit.
"The Subunit Structure of Chromatin" — 4:30pm, 112 Life
Sciences Bldg
"Rats: Survival and Destruction" - 7 30 9 30 p m.. Center
for Continued Learning. 194 S Main St. Workshop led by Dr
William Jackson, professor of biology. S3 lee.
"The Use of Transcutanious Nerve Stimulation (TNS) in the
Treatment of Chronic and Recurring Pain" - 8 p.m., Alumm
Room, Union.
Entertainment
Concert - 8 p.m. Recital Hall, Music Bldg Percussion
Ensemble will perform.

Classifieds
■a

LOST ft FOUND
I set ol keys lost between
< ommuiiT pkmq. lot by Psych,
bliia & Ed in.in Key rina
irli ludcs I skeleton key. 2 gold
keys wilh No.1'33 ami appro.
9 other keys.
Brown bilex als lost Call 7
M87.
RIDES
Rluc needed to Penn State U
or close lo vicinity lor
Thanksgiving break
Will
share expenses. Contact Linda
3V 60M
Rule needed to Chicago this
Thurs. or
Fri. Will share
expenses. Contact Gail at 37?
7003 or 377 4593.
SERVICESOFFERED
STUDENTS"s"PECIAL prices
lor all your PHOTOGRAPHIC
n
WEISS8ROD Studio
NEW LOCATION. Ill Clay.
3W2I4?
Pregnancy Aid & Under
standing. EMPA. Emotional
Material Preqnancy Aid. 35?
V, IS 8. IV I.IBB

Win type thesis, term papers.
Experienced, reasonable. 35?
775J.
PERSONALS
No. 1. Vou had your fun, all I
can say is I owe you one! Tob.
Lynne. You're really super
great i You're the best Big
ever I Love, Lit' Kris.
Bo. Carole, Deb. Teresa &
Lynne. the 6 hour Big Hunt was
super great and BOW we know
we really rale. You're the best
Bios there could be. We're
really proud to be a KD. Love,
your littles.
Delt lil sis pledges You're
trymg your hardest. We put
you through the test, but to be
a DELT you have to be the
best! Good Luck! Love. Your
Active Sisters.
New Delt Actives. We knew
you were all great and really
first rate! Congratulations
Ken, Mark, Jeff, Kevin, Pat.
Gary a. Tom on Activation.
Love, Pelt hi sis's.
DELTS, 16 lo 1. the Kappa Sigs
knew who had WON, the bros.
of Phi Kappa Psi were the next
to meet deleat! Good luck Delt
bros! We know~you're th*
hockey team they fear to
meet! Love, Delt III sis's

Shcri Happy
month
an
mversaryl! WE haven't had
to punt yet.although fumbles
aie common. But I still think
that you arc beautiful & I do
love you.
Here's to many
more PS. Three Kids.tops!
Andy
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha
Epsdnn wish Robin Piojuette a.
Rich Kindberq a hearty
tongraiulalions on their Alpha
Phi SAE lavalicring.
Nancy Jane We're glad to see
you, this time for real.
Wishing you & Wes the Lord's
Blessing always.
Jennie &
Lisa.
Number 5 who is now number
.1 do vou want to go to our
Fiamer? R.D.
TO SIC SIC LOOK OUT
WHERE
YOU
STEP IT
COULD BE IN THE PATH OF
EMANUEL R S.V.P.
The hunt was really great, It
was sure worth the wait and
now I 'm happy as can be cause
my new big is Franny. L & L,
Little Brenda.
PORK OUT WITH WIND
FALL!'! WE'RE IN YOUR
CAFETERIA. DETAILS ON
680 AM!
Angel Flight Rush Information
night will be held at 7 30 in 360
Memorial Hall November 16.
1977.
All students are

welcome
GaiI. searching the Alpha Delt
house wondering who. seemed
like forever as I looked for
each clue. But after the effort I
found it was true. The best Big
lor me by a long shot was you!
Denise (Carol my grand Big Is
a real sweetie, too!)
THE AX Baby Lyre's had a
fantastic time at their first
Raver!
Looking forward to
more!
AX bios are best. Better than
all the rest. We love our bigs.
Love, the Pledges.
THE TOP 68 IS ON THE
WAY!!
^^^^__
Sandy Sedlak You're still our
sweetheart! Love, your Alpha
Delt Sisters.
The sisters of Alpha Delta PI
extend special thanks to Beth
Monroe for all her work on the
1977 Rampant Lion.

Congratulations to the Sigma
Chi Soccer Team for winning
All Fraternity soccer.
Let's
keep up the winning tradition.
ALL CAMPUS BEER BLAST
NOVEMBER 17. 1977.
N.E.
COMMONS. 8 I? P.M.
$1.00
ADMISSION.
TACO. You're one HELL of a
guy. Taco.
WANTED
I male rmmt. for winter 8.
vprg. Qtrs S70 mo
35? 78S3
anytime.
One female rmmt. needed for
winter sprg. qtr. 35? 8784 after
5.
I female rmmt needed winter
spring qtr. Apt. on 4th St. Only
$74 monthly. Call 35? 3897.
I lemalr rmmt startmq No^
or Doc 2 bdrm, lor 4, close.
Discount Now Dec 15. 35? 8216
1 or 2 people to sub lease
winter qtr. wo mo includ. util.
Cyndi 35? 0450.
I t. rmmt. to share turn. apt.
lor winter & sprg. qtr. 352
7063
HELP WANTED
Working Toledo Area Rock
Band Needs Keyboard Player
or Guitarist With Vocal
Ability Chuck 435 2572.
Career positions avail, in
sales, management, finance 8.
retail no 70.000 Call or send
resume to Baron Personnel.
5?49 Secor, Toledo, Oh. 43423.
47? 1133
'
Miscell Help for coat check,
cashier, etc. Must be 18.
Waitresses 8. waiters needed.
Must be ?l. Daytime barmaid
needed Mam 7pm, M-Fri., exp.
pret. for bartender.
All
positions avail for full or pt.
time. Apply any night after
8 30
Dixie Elec. Co. 25481
Pixie Hgwy. 174 8*49.
Victoria Station now accepting
applications for dishwashers
cocktails 8. bussers.
1418
Reynolds Rd.
"TENNIS
PROS
AND
ASSISTANT PROS" Seasonal
and year round clubs, good
playing
and
teaching

background
Call (3011 654
3770, or send ? complete
resumes and ? pictures to
Col. R. Reade, W.T.S.. 8401
Connectiiut Avenue. Suite 1011.
Chevy Chase. MD 70015.
Daytime barmaid needed.
Exp. pret.
II 7 Apply Dixie
Elec Co 2S48I Dixie Hgwy..
Perrysbura. O. 874 8649 Also
needed waitresses 8. waiters.
Must be ?l.
Delivery people, kitchen help,
appty between ? 4 aft. 945 S
Main Paoliai's Pi/za
FOR SALE
1970 Ford Galaxy 500, Good
cond. Make oiler 2 3412,
'74 Pinto, automatic, vinyl top.
Best offer ? 0?75 or 7 2921.
•69 Elcw.TMob7IeHomeT?«60
2 bedrm, new carpet, partially
turn., air cond . washer dryer
two* up in bath 353 0073
1971 Opel 1900 Rebuilt engine*,
brakes S695 or best offer 352
7294,5 7 pm.
Durcr.
Lautrec,
Renoir,
Wh.istler,
Mucha.
Photoqraphy. Japanese. All
originals.
The Tomhnson
Collection, the Fine Arts Bldg.
Nov 15. N 5.
1967 Chevy, excell running
cond. MUST SELL. $325 37?
484?.
.
1969 Mark III loaded. SI.500 or
best oiler. 37? 2772 or 352 8716.
Akai rcciever. SIM. 2 KLH 2
way spkrs . $70.
Fisher
cassette deck. $125 or as
system, $350. 352 7937.
FOR RENT
AVAILABLE NOV. 15 AT
THURSTIN MANOR APTS.
EFFICIENCY.
CABLE
VISION
8.
LAUNDRY
FACILITIES. 352 5435.
Rock Ledge Manor. Luxury
apt. turn. 2 bedrms. 2 full
baths, dishwasher A.c. Lease
avail. 352 3841 alter 2.
Fully lurn. ettec. lor wtr &
sprg. Coiy, really sharp, I or 2
people lit fine. 372 6593, leave
message.
Why not a business of your
own?
Space avail, now at
Wooster Bazaar.
432 E.
Woosler 352 7400.
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The
roast's
on
Weinert
toni

A first of its kind in this city-a
celebrity roast-will take place tonight at
the Bowling Green Country Club.
The subject of the roasting and
harassing (but all in fun) Is head
basketball coach John Weinert, whose
middle initials should be P. ft. for Public
Relations.
That's what tonight's frolics are all
about
But it's a good idea. At 20 bills a head
and 30 per couple, the entertainment
package should bring $3000 into the hoop
budget
Besides, John Weinert is sort of a
celebrity.
AFTER All. FEW coaches dare ban the
dunk shot Usually the NCAA takes care
of that.
Few coaches quit in the middle of the
season, only to reconsider 24 hours later.
Few coaches hoot, holler, scream.

shout, stomp, strut and dap their hands
to get the FANS' attention. It's usually
commendable doing the same things to
get an official's attention. But not the
fans'.
Few coaches wave their top coats in
the air when victory is apparent and
then boldly put them on, while lifting
their hands to the sky as If they'd just
conquered the world.
Few coaches spend half of their
salaries on flashy and sometimes
outrageous clothing attire and still insist
"I hardly spend any money at all on
clothes."
And few coaches struggle through
stomach disorders and sit in hospitals,
only to find out the next morning that
their assistants had "no problems" in
guiding "their teams" to easy wins.
BUT JOHN WEINERT has gotten
•way with all of the above. He survived
bis first season at Bowling Green, a very'
frustrating one, indeed.
Maybe he has earned this roast.

But in this corner, I believe many other
figures at this University-past and
present-easily deserve to be roasted
Many claim that former coaches Pat
Haley i basketball) and Don Nehlen
(football) were the first "celebrities"
roasted at BG. This is not true. Both
attempts by the students were unofficial
efforts.
Both Haley and Nehlen have departed
us now, anyway, and no longer can be
"kicked around."
Former wrestling coach Bruce Bellard
could have been roasted after his
program tumbled in the 70s. but many
claim Bruce was too nice to tear apart
BUT LETS GET to some people who
rea lly deserve to be roasted:
Freida Falcon. You know. Freddie's
chick. If she isn't roasted, at least her
costume should be. it's hideous.
The entire Falcon football team. It
should at least be an annual affair-after
every Miami loss.
This writer. I picked BG to beat Miami
each vear.

Bob l.unn. Here's a stardistance runner
Mother Nature. Not only can you
who complains when the News runs a witness why by looking out the window
feature story about a second-string now, but the baseball team feels the
quarterback, who simply can't beat out weatherman's dastardly deed in the
the best signal caller in the school's spring It seems every season BG has one
history. I.unn. you see, says it would be of the best teams in the Mid-American
better reading about a frustrated cross Conference (MAC), but finishes in the
country runner, who struggles to stay on
middle of the pack because it gets rained
the team. Presumably, a story not about out against the three worst clubs. And the
himself, one about a fringe college
MAC doesn't reschedule postponed
athlete Maybe Bob just likes cross games. Thus. BG always gets the raw
country.
deal.
The athletic department For overworking equipment manager Glenn
DENNIS SADOWSKI, Sure, he's my
Sharp. Twelve sports on one person could
friend. And he works at the News. But he
be a slight burden.
seems to detest University sports acFREDDIE KM ( (IN. the "new look." tivities. Roast him.
Wide receiver Jeff Groth. His ribs
BrinR back the old uniform. And if it's
worn out. purchase a new one It's healed in time to make the trip to Hawaii.
tradition. Besides, the current jersey is
almost hideous as Freida's.
And last, but not least. I'ul I .intern. He
The entire Falcon football team writes funny.
(again). This tune because it gets to
There are probably many others, but
spend a week in Hawaii.
these are a few that should be considered
This writer iagain!. Because I'm not after John Weinert gets his licks tonight
goinK to Hawaii.
But his act may be tough to follow.

Freshman gridder not bashful in busting Bobcats
By Terry Goodman
Sports Editor
ATHENS, O.-Andrew Achterhoff warned a handful of
reporters, who waited for freshman fullback Dave Windatt to
come out of the shower:
"He's not going to tell you anything. I should know. We're
both from Muskegon, Mich., and he's my roommate. He's
really shy."
Windatt, unfortunately for Ohio University, is not very shy
when running with the football. He rolled up 200 yards
rushing amidst Bowling Green's 39-27 conquest of the Bobcats before S.223 fans Saturday.
"That's the first time I've ever played that well, I guess,"
blushed the muscular Windatt who toted the ball 28 times.
"The holes were there. The guys did their job. Those were
super good holes and that's about all I can say."
The final scores says the rest Of the 66 points scored 41 of
them came in a wild second quarter.

"We practice that a lot" Shetler admitted "That pattern
has been going for us all year. We average five yards a catch
so we use it here and there.
"I'm Just happy that I got a chance to run it," he added.
"With Groth, Willie Matthews and Dave Dudley. I knew we
had three good receivers and I'd try to break in by running
punts and kickoffs back."

'Rookies' account for 27 of 39 points

Ironically, it was a 50-yard kickoff return by Shetler to
open the second half that helped BG run away from Ohio.
Holding onto a slim 27-21 margin, the Falcons scored a
touchdown six plays after Shetler's fine return. Windatt
capped the drive with a nine-yard run, his second TI)
scamper, to put BG ahead, 33-21.
Andy Vetter, who picked BG's defense apart for 289 yards
on 21 of 31 passes, took Ohio right back down the field for a
score to cut the gap to 33-27.

ATHENS. O.-Uarning the ropes is part of the freshman
experience and many of Bowling Green's newcomers seemed
to know what they were doing as they scored 27 of the
Falcon's.19 points against OhioUniversity.
"The freshman have done very well, they haven't hurt us
at all this season." head coach Denny Stolz said.

THE FALCONS, who finished their MidAmerican Conference i MAC) play at 4-3 and are now f>-5 overall, displayed
an awesome attack against Ohio's dismal defense, which is
largely responsible for the Bobcats' 1-9 campaign.

THEN, IN THIS wide-open, high-scoring affair, the
Falcons staged would could have been a game-winning
defensive stand.
Vetter and his Bobcats waltzed to the BG-9 and appeared to
be headed for yet another score. But on a fourth-andgoal at
the BG-5, Steve Seibert sacked Vetter for a 15-yard loss to put
the game on ice.

Besides Windatt's performance, the fourth highest rushing
total for one game in BG history, quarterback Mark Miller
connected on 15 of 25 passes for 231 yards, which raised his
career total yards offense to 5.994. Only 16 other major
college players have gone over 6,000 yards in that category.
And Miller's prime targets came at the flanker position.
First, standout junior Jeff Groth hauled in four passes for 90
yards in the first quarter, but had to depart after falling and
bruising his ribs on his last reception

Ohio soon got the pigskin back, but fumbled it right back
into Jack Williams' waiting hands. Miller, who ran for two
touchdowns, handed off to John Park five plays later for an
insurance score.
While the Falcon defense did get scorched in the air, it did
well against the run, holding Ohio to just 99 yards in 40 tries.
The keys to that charge were Mike Callesen with 17 tackles,
Williams' play at middle guard, and the performance of
Craign Valentine at the end spot.

But his replacement, Dan Shetler, did just fine. Looking
just like Groth. who sidesteps tacklers in the open field as
good as anyone else in the MAC, Shetler caught seven passes
for 99 yards.
"Some people tell me that him iGroth) and I look alike,"
Shetler grinned. "Thus was the first time I got a chance to
play a lot of plays. I was scared at first but got used to it.
"I don't know how bad he (Groth) is hurt but I'll be ready
to go against Hawaii if he can't go."

"II WAS A LOT different playing against boys 50 pounds
heavier than me," smiled Valentine, a freshman who normally sees very little action at middle guard. "I was happy
t hat they gave me a chance today.
"I don't care where I play. I love playing. I had fun out
there."

GROTH, WHO IS a "probable" starter Saturday in Hawaii,
and Shetler ran the slant pattern to perfection to consistently
burn the Bobcat secondary.

So did Dave Windatt, Mark Miller, Dan Shetler and many
other Falcons.
Surely Saturday's victory will make the upcoming west
coast journey that more important BG still has visions of a
winning season with back-to-back games with Hawaii and
I .ong Beach State remaining.

He got his chance when Jeff Groth severly bruised his ribs
in the first quarter after his fourth reception.
•"Groth would have had 500 yards the way he was running."
Stolz said. "But Shetler's a good one."

By Cheryl Gesehke
Assistant Sports Editor

leading the rookies was fullback Dave Windatt. The
Muskegon. Mich., native gained 200 of BG's 314 rushing
yards. Windatt said it was his best game ever.
JOHN PARK gained 40 yards for the Falcon offense and
scored one of the Falcon's five touchdowns. He is the team's
second leading rusher with 369 yards behind Dan Saleet who
has wo.
One freshman who got a big break during the victory over
t he Bobcats was flanker Dan Shetler.

SHETLER TAIJJED seven receptions on the day fur 99
yards, as well as picking up 17 yards on a reverse.
First-year kicker John Spengler had perfect aim against
OU making both field goal attempts as well as all three
conversion kicks.
Two freshman defensive players received considerable
amounts of playing time in Stolz's attempt to strengthen the
team's weakest link.
"(CralR) Valentine and (Mark) Prrhlik have been playing
better than anyone in the conference in the tackle spots."
according to the Falcon mentor.
Coming back from a disappointing performance against
Tennessee at Chattanooga, defensive back Joe Merritt
"played a real fine game." Stolz said. "He's a fine athlete
and one of the best defensive backs BG has."

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for vour uo-lodjte. 160page. m«il order catalog Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage and
handling.

plug yourself in!

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE..# 206
LOS ANGELES. CALir 90025
12131 477-8474
Our research papers are so'd for
research purposes om ,

COLLEGE SKI WEEK
CARNIVAL AT

KILLINGTON,
VERMONT
December 18-23. 1977
• Five Day Lilt Ticket

STUDY NEXT YEAR IN HAWAII
or Massachusetts or California or Florida
NATIONAL
STUDENT EXCHAN6E

0000

Have you ever thought of what it would be like to take
courses at another university? The National Student
Exchange can help you find out Through NSE any qualified,
full-time student may enroll for all or part of a year of coursework at any of the thirty-nine participating state-supported
colleges and universities, without having to pay out-of-state
tuition fees.
Typically sophomores or juniors at the time of the exchange,
NSE students are provided with an opportunity to experience
and leam from different regional and cultural perspectives
and to broaden their education through courses or programs
that may not be available at B.G.S.U.

• Five Nights in Hotel
• 10 Great Meals
• Ski SO Runs. 3000 Drop
• Nightly Entertainment
• Dance to Live Bands
• Free Keg Party
• Extras

ONLY $119.50
to $139.50
Special Drive-to Package
To receive all the details on this
gieal trip, send this ad with your
address to United Intercollegiate
Skiers Association. 4040 South
2Stri St.. Arlington, Va. 22206
(7031 578-3322 (No collect.
pkxe).
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MAIN AUDITORIUM
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INTEREST MEETING FOR THE 1978-79 EXCHANGE
Thursday, November 17, 7:30-9:30 pjn., 120 Harm Hell
If you have any questions or are interested but will be unable
to attend the meeting, call Mary Dapogny at the University
Division of General Studies, 372-0202. Don't delay-now is the
time to arrange for next year's program.
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Dixie Electric Co
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL
J7M71* WEEKDAYS
An American Coolcge Theatre
Festival
Production.
Presented by the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Per
forming Arts, the Alliance for
Arts Education; produced by
the
American
Theatre
Association;
sponsored by
AmrxoOil Company.
Parental Guidance Advised

An Entertainment Utility
LOCATED ON U.S. 25

25481 DIXIE HIGHWAY

PERRYSBURG, OHIO 43551

419-8744649

Lunn qualifies for nationals, but team doesn't
By Steve Sadler
Staff Reporter
Bob I.unn produced the only bright spot for the Bowling
Green men's cross country team Saturday at the NCAA
District Four tournament in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Finishing 12th in the meet, Lunn's effort qualified him for
the mitioniils next week at Pullman, Wash. Lunnwas the fifth
best individual other than the runners on the top five teams,
which also qualify for national competition.
The Falcons, as a team didn't fare as well though,
finishing ninth with 204 points.
•BOB RAN a heck of a race," head coach Mel Brodt
praised. "II was probably the best he's ever run from a
competitive standpoint."

"Steve Housley and Kevin Ryan did not run well," Brodt
said. "Steve was never in it. Kevin was up there with Bob
until he got a leg cramp and dropped back. He finished about
20 places lower than he should have.
"Jeff Martin ran well." he added. "Everyone ran well
except Kevin and Steve."
Following I.unn across the finish line for the Falcons were:
Ryan 144th), Pete Maurtaugh (45th), Martin (50th), Gary
Little 153rdl. Jeff Jefferson (66th) and Housley (83rdi.

the difference." Brodt moaned. "The Big Ten is just that
much more powerful.
"They have put their emphasis on the middle distance," he
said. "They get the better runners because of facilities and
prest ige. It's too bad we didn't have better representation."
The Mid-American Conference (MAC) will have three
runners at the nationals. Tom Duits of Western Michigan
and Tom Kelly of Ball State will Join Lunn.
Western finished seventh in the tournament, a notch ahead
of Eastern Michigan.

WISCONSIN WAS the overall winner with 85 points, edging
Michigan by two points for the championship. Illinois,
Indiana and Cleveland State rounded out the top five teams,
all advancing to the nationals.
"It Just shows that facilities and extra scholarships make

BRODT WAS satisfied with the season, overall.
"We knew we had the top five runners back," he said.
"Martin was a pleasant surprise as a freshman.
"I'm not overly pleased, but I thought we represented the

University well wherever we went"
The Falcons finished with a 6-1 dual meet record, and
placed well in the big meets.
The harriers were fifth in a field of 20 teams at the Notre
Dame Invitational; third out of 28 at the All-Ohio Meet;
fourth of 12 in the Central Collegiate classic; second in the
MAC and ninth out of 17 teams in the District Four tournament
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Coach's dream—

leers play perfect while dominating powerful Toronto
By Bill Paul
It was a coach's dream.
Dominating from start to finish. Bowling
Green upended visiting Toronto, 4-1, Saturday
raising the icers' record to 5-3. A crowd of
:'.,0fi2appreciative.ice house patrons watched
as the skaters built up a 4-0 third-period bulge
over the highly touted Blues.
"I knew we would have to play three exceptional periods of hockey and that's exactly
what we did." said coach Ron Mason who
expected a tussle from Canada's reigning
national hockey champs.
"Our defense was good, Brian
(Stankicwiczi was sharp in goal and we
scored when we had to." he continued,"they
have a heck of a club, but we Just outplayed
them."
Blues coach Tom Watt, who has compiled a
career record of 321-81-23 while at Toronto,
had nothing but compliments for the victorious Falcons.

N.-wh-W by loriy «or»«

NO (;i i \ 1 .--l ali 'in winger Paul Titanic waits In vain for the rebound of a
BG scoring attempt. Although Titanic didn't get a goal, his teammates

tallied lour times In stopping Toronto. The Falcons return to action
tomorrow night when they visit (THA (oe Western Michigan.

Spikers dropped in state tournament
By Cheryl Oearfefet
As-Manl Snorts Kdll.r
II could have been close.
At'or defeating Ohio
1'im ersli \. Bowling Green's
volleyball
learn
was
Victimized by defending
h.inipinn (Mini Stale and
Cincinnati in quarterfinal
play.

In tlie ' Ohio Assn. of
Intercollegiate Sports for
Women IOAISWI state
lournament at Cleveland
State. BG beat Ohio
University in two games 15II. 15-12. but lost a threegame struggle with Ohio
SI ale6 15. lfMi. 12-15.
■THAT

GAalE could have

gone any way at any tune."
Falcon coach Pat Peterson
'aid. "Hut in reality, we
should have beaten them. It
would have been the turning
point
"We didn't play at optimum level, as well as tunes
we've played this season."
in the quarterfinal match

against Cincinnati thai sent
tlie Fall mis home for the
season, the ltcai cats put up
the stronger battle, winning
5 ir.. 15-::, 11-15.
"Thej played ver> well
against us. They had ■ fast
and sophisticated defense,"
Peterson said.
"They
executed the ball well and it

was difficult defending
attains) them."
THE COACH sani that the
women were disappointed
the) didn't do better but
added that they were proud
n thell IH-Y record.
"They brought real cxci'emenl la volleyball in BG
and it's the best team we've
ever had." she praised.

Booters prosperous in season finale
B\ Tom I'..nun.ion

Assistant Starts Editor
Dieter Wiinmcr scored
with lust 1:10 left in the
game, ending Bowling
Green's soccer season on a
winning note as the Falcons
downed Ball State, 1-0.
Saturday
In Muncie,
hid
"I rani remember the last

ABORTION
$150.00

lime we won the last game of
our season." coach Mickey
CochraiM said. "This game
was by far. the most exciting

game of the season."
Wimmer was assisted on
the goal by defensive back
Hob Brilm. In some respects,
it's rare for ilcfensemen to
•i assists-but not for the
Falcons.
'It's not unusual for our

THE KEY TO the game
was the play of Bowling
Green's defense.
Tlie squad recorded its
third straight shutout, the

tilth in the last six games.
The reason for tlie defense
playing so well is due to the
goaltending of Hoi) Alarcon.
Alarcon set a school record
tliis season of six shutouts.
"Bob played an excellent
game.'' Cochrane said. "He
had three outstanding saves
that could have VeTJ easili

been goals."
Anotlier interesting note

Thank You For Your Support

PATRICK NG

TOll FREF
» am. 10 P nv

1-800-438-8113

backs to get assists or even
goals." Cochrane said "We
leach them to move to the
goal on our offensive
possessions, and this time it
really paid off."

POMKQI

Acf.ex1rt«K"«nt

the one.
the only,
the genuine.
PogHoTs
• Pizza e Subs • Spaghetti
945 S. Main, B.G.
Free delivery
Ph. 352-7571
Hours: Sun. 4 p.m.-Midnight,
Mon.-Wed. 11 a.m.-l a.m.,
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

about this shutout is that in
the last six games, the
Falcons have outscored their

opponents. 20-1.
THE WIN concludes the
Falcon's season at 8-fi. while
Ball State completes its
season with al»-7 record.
This year's record is the
best for the Falcons since
H73, when they finished9-2.

"THEY'RE A fine team and they played a
fine all-around game." he praised. "Our
defense wasn't much, but that kid in the nets
1 HG's Stankiewicz) was really tough when he
had to be. There is no doubt about it-they just
took It to us."
The Fakon* jumped ahead 1-0 at9:20 of the
opening period when John Mavity hit right
winger Tom Newton in front of the net with a
picture-perfect backhand pass.
Newton
slammed the puck off the right pad of Toronto
goalie Dave Jcnner and Bowling Green had a
lead it never relinquished.
Stankiewicz kicked out 26 Blue shots in
raising his personal record to 4-2, but lost a
chance for his second shutout of the season
wit h only 35 seconds left in the game.
"I started thinking shutout in the second
period." the freshman goalie said. "I saw the
shot from the beginning, but it was over my
shoulder before I knew it."
A NATIVE
of the Toronto area,
Stankiewici got added satisfaction in
defeating his hometown university.
"1 played with a lot of those guys before I
came here." he said. "There is no doubt that
1 his one felt a little bit more satisfying."
Mark Wells. Paul Titanic and John Marked,
known as the Falcon's "orange line." continued their explosive play with two more
lamplighters.
Markell scored his seventh and eighth goals
of the season, giving him the team lead in that
category. Wells assisted on both tallies
keeping him lied with his lincmate for the
team scoring lead with 13 points.
It was also a good day for the Newton
brothers.
After Tom had scored the opening goal of
the game. Bruce returned the favor at 8:28 of
Rc;id dcl\ i 11 Durslag

Tuesday Ni^it Buffet.
Eat Cheap.

the second period on a brilliant unassisted
score, his first of the season.
The Falcon right winger forced the puck
into the Toronto zone, retained possession
after a collision with two Blues into the
boards, then streaked down the left side and
beat Jenner with a backhand into the open net
after he had drawn the goalie out of position.
THE POWER-PLAY clicked twice for the
Falcons Saturday, the teams llth and 12th of
the season. Markell. who particularly impressed Toronto's Walt, look advantage of the
oppnrt unit y on both occassions.
"You usually have your hands full just
trying to keep track of your own players,"
Watt said. "So you know when an opposing
player catches your attention the way
number 14 1 Markell) did mine, he's playing
some kind of hockey."
The Falcon penalty killers rebounded after
being victimized by five Northern Michigan
power-plays ten days ago. The Blues were
bottled up when they had tlie man advantage
all night long.
"It's still one of our strengths," Mason said.
"The game against Northern Michigan was
just one of those nights where everything they
shot somehow got in."
WATT AGREED with Mason's summation
of the BG penally killing unit.
"We have an explosive power play, but il
sure was shot off." he said. "I don't think we
played that poorly, they just killed off the
penalties sowed."
The Blues' record dropped to 5-3 after
opening the season with back to back wins
over a strong Michigan State team.
The Falcons, also 5-3. hit the road for a
game tomorrow against Central Collegiate
Hockey Association opponent Western
Mii-hi
and on Nov. 25-26 a two-game

series at Vermont.
The team then returns home for a Dec. 2-3
two-game set against McMaster University.
HOCKEY NOTES: Stankicwicz will be in
the nets for the Falcons this Wednesday at
Western Michigan. The other two freshman
goalies, Wally Charko and Mark Mazur. were
not available Saturday....Charko is still
suffering from strep throat, and it isn't known
when he will be ready to go. Mazur has a
broken finger and will be out for the rest of the
season... It was a most untimely injury for
the Bowling Green High School graduate who
has been waiting for the opportunity to prove
himself. With Charko ailing, Mazur might
have had that chance at Western Michigan or
in the two-game set at Vermont. Instead
Mason activated Doug Bivins, a goalie from
the club team to back up Stankiewicz...Tom
Newton has been converted from center to
right wing and will join the Dave Easton.
Byron Shut! line. Yves Pelland will make the
t ransition to center in place of Newton.

Intramural notes
Pi Kappa Alpha defeated Kappa Sigma in sudden-death
overtime to grab the fraternity football title. The Phi Delts
look the "B" crown with a UW triumph over Sigma Alpha
Epsilon.
The FC-BG team defeated the Conklin Foreigners, 2-0, to
win the independent soccer title. Sigma Chi took fraternity
honors with a 4-2 win over Sigma Alpha Epsilon.

50%
MORE
SPREE
All the pizza and salad you can eat—$2.09
(kids under 6— $1.29). Enjoy the spectacular
variety of pizza (thick and thin crust),
the fresh, crispy greens from the salad bar
and your choice of dressing and other fudn's.
Every Tuesday night from 5 to 9 p.m.
Don't miss HJ
_

Pizza inni
Op«n Monday through Thumday 11:00 a.m. ID NhfcMt
Friday and Saturday 1L-00 a.m. to L30 am., and
Sunday 12:00 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.
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SUPER
IPLENAMINS
Multi-Vitamin Multi-Mineral
Supplement

144 Tablets FREE
when you buy the
288 tablet size!
72 Tablets FREE
when you buy the
144 tablet size!
36 Tablets FREE
when you buy the
72 tablet size!
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with every purchase'
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Dorsey's Rexall Drugs
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